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1. Introduction of  GBTI

Since its inception, GBTI has continued to 
assist WAPDA and the affected communities 
in all Project related activities including (but 
not just limited to) land compensation, 
employment and resettlement activities. At 
initial stage the entire team of  GBTI carried 
on facilitation of  the affectees in getting 
their due right and assist GBHP related 
agencies in smooth and timely completion 
of  the project. But with the passage of  time, 
as most of  the problems were solved, and 
pace of  project related activities has slowed 
down, GBTI has established a separate 
“Affectees Facilitation Cell” to continue its 
assistance in the project related activities 
and rest of  the team was fully concentrating 
on development related activities.

GBTI has also implemented the IRDP 
to keep abreast the twin objectives, 
i.e., community development through 
Project advocacy and conflict resolution 
activities. Earlier development activities of
GBTI were confined to the affected villages 
only but keeping in view need identified by 
the local communities, it has now expanded 
its development programme to 22 union 
councils affected by GBHP in four Tehsils 
of  Swabi, Haripur and Attock districts.

The IRDP consists of  a wide ranging 
development portfolio of  the GBHP 
affected communities; which include 
Community Physical Infrastructure 
schemes (CPI’s), Capacity Building, Skill 
Enhancement and Management, a variety 
of  Vocational Training Programmes (HRD), 
Micro Credit for Small Enterprises for 
income generation (RC&ED), Agriculture & 
Livestock Development (NRM) and Gender 
& Social Sector Services (GSSS)  including 
health, education and village sanitation, etc.

2. Social Mobilisation

Before any actual asset transfer to communities 
takes place, social mobilisation has to be carried 

out. Social mobilisation is the act of  organising 
communities into their own grassroots 
organisations. It instills a sense of  unity and 
ownership within the village and brings about 
a change in attitude regarding development. In 
the social mobilisation approach being followed 
by GBTI, communities are made aware about 
their own strength and the opportunities that 
are available to them in their surroundings. They 
are taught that when they are organised and act 
as a single unit, they are better able to access 
resources and plan their own development 
according to their needs and not according to 
the needs of  outsiders. In the case of  GBTI, 
in each village, field staff  made contact at the 
village level first; addressing the entire village and 
introducing them about GBTI Programme and 
also to ascertain whether the village was ready and 
willing to be organised. Next, COs were made at 
the neighbourhood level; members constituting 
of  one woman each from willing households 
in the area. At this stage, the poverty scorecard 
proves very handy as the GBTI staff  was able to 
guarantee that the poorest households were not 
being sidelined due to their status. In each CO, 
a President and Manager were chosen according 
to the wishes of  the members of  the CO. The 
purpose of  forming COs is so that women in 
a neighbourhood have the opportunity to save 
and make a development plan for their own 
household, i.e. the things that they can do, want 
to do and what they will need in order to carry 
it out. The CO meetings provide an avenue and 
outlet for women to discuss their problems, beit 
personal or at the neighbourhood level and to 
obtain support and advice from fellow-members.

At the last stage, GBTI federated these COs 
into one village-level organisation called a VO. 
The VO constitutes of  representatives from all 
COs in that particular village; in most cases two 
nominees from each CO are voted into the VO. 
From within those VO members, a President/
Chairperson and Treasurer are selected 
according to the wishes of  the VO members. 
The purpose of  having a VO is to carry out 
development activities at the village level, i.e. 
activities which run across neighbourhoods and 
which singular COs find hard to implement.
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3. Livelihood Enhancement and 
Protection (LEP);

Since 1995 GBTI is working for Livelihood 
enhancement through its trainings for 
income generating activities and micro-credit 
for agriculture, livestock and enterprises 
development. But as per the feedback given 
by community and GBTI’s situation analysis 
the ultra-poor segment are exclusively asset-
less and cannot invest anything in any income 
generating venture. As a result, poor households 
remain unemployed causing a severe degree of  
food insecurity and their subsistence is at stake.   
So this programme is designed for particularly 
for this ignored segment in which any sort 
of  asset is transferred for income generating 
activities after developing of  MIP/LIP (Micro/
Livelihood investment Plan) of  household 
with the consultation of  family and members 
of  community organization (COs/VOs). 

The Poverty Targeting Fund (PTF) is an asset 
transfer programme fund which provided 
to community organisations, specifically to 
poorest women who are provided with micro 
asset for income-generating activities only. 
However what is unique in PTF is the fact 
that not only does it provides access to much-
needed asset for income generating activities; 
it also builds the confidence and capabilities 
of  poor rural women. The reason for this 

is because in PTF it is women who make the 
decisions and not external agencies. Therefore 
decisions such as who to provide asset to, what 
type of  plan are all decided by these organised 
women themselves. These decisions take place 
in their own community organisations, which 
are formed at the neighbourhood level and 
then federated at the village level. The only 
restriction that is put on the members is that: a) 
the asset should only be provided to the poorest 
of  women (identified by using the poverty 
scorecard of  which the results are verified by the 
community) and b) the asset should be used but 
not spent. The asset transfer amount is in the 
range of  Rs.10,000 to Rs.45,000 per household.

4. Objective of  the Case Studies;

The objective of  compiling these case studies is to 
understand the implications of  rural development 
through sector specific interventions like; skill 
enhancement, interest free loans, transferring 
productive assets to the ultra-poor and how 
these interventions affect their lives. Moreover 
how the beneficiaries perceive each process 
and support as a means to changing their lives. 
The case study methodology helps find the 
facts and realities behind the quantities and 
theoretical assumptions and provide concrete 
examples of  how well the organization works.

Community Organisation meeting at village level
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Brief Introduction of activities 
Sr. 
No 

Name of 
Community 

Member 

Name of 
Community 

Organization 

Poverty 
Profile 

Type of Activity Background  

1 VDO and SMC 
members,   

VDO Gondal   Rehabilitation/Re-
construction of 
Girl's School 

The previous building of school was totally damaged due to 
flood and there were 274 girls students studying. Then the 
school was shifted in a rental building which was not 
suitable and good enough. Most of the classes had to sit in 
open area or varanda. With the great efforts of VDO-
Gondal and school teachers now the building of school 
including four class rooms have been completed with the 
contributions of VDO, Education Department and GBTI. 

2 Muhammad Azam MCO ThaliKot Transitory Poor Technical Training He was unemployed son of daily wager, could not able to 
afford big size family comprising of eight members. 

3 Nasreen FCO High School Extremely Poor Asset Transfer 
(Cloth Shop) 

She is wife of hawker who sell clothes on bicycle but unable 
to cope up basic needs of family. 

4 Shaheen Bibi FCO Sumbal Extremely Poor Asset Transfer 
(Grocery Shop) 

Shaheen is wife of daily wage labourer and mother of 19 
year unemployed son, wanted to do something for his son 
so that the family could come out vicious cycle of poverty. 

5 Gulnaz Group (GP-HRP-
PANIA-40) 

Transitory Poor PM's IFL (Grocery 
Shop) 

Gulnaz's husband had a small tuck shop at home wanted to 
expand her shop by adding some additional products to 
come out poverty. 

6 Nusrat Bibi FCO Mashal  Transitory Poor PM's IFL (Grocery 
Shop) 

Her husband skilled in motorbikes repairing and working as 
a daily wager to someone's workshop, wanted to have his 
own workshop. 

7 Taswur Khan MCO Jazba-e-
Dildar 

Transitory Poor Technical Training He was son of daily wager labourer and unemployed after 
completing his matriculation. 

8 Abdur- Rehman MCO Adhuri 
Zindagi 

Transitory Poor Technical Training 45 year old Abdur-Rehman bearing load of big size family 
comprising of 11 members working as a mechanic labourer 
in someone's shop. 

9 Rukia Begum FCO Roshni Chronically 
Poor 

Asset Transfer 
(Barber Shop) 

Her husband is a Barber but don’t have any proper setup to 
afford his big family. 

10 Khalida Bibi FCO Jafakash 
Pakiban 

Chronically 
Poor 

Asset Transfer 
(Shoes Shop) 

She is wife of daily wager labourer, none of her children 
went to school. Her husband is unable to afford his family. 

11 Pashmeena Akhtar FCO Jafakash 
Pakiban 

Chronically 
Poor 

Asset Transfer 
(Cloth Shop) 

She is the wife of disabled person who could not able to do 
anything her eldest daughter is female tailor. She wanted 
to enhance her setup to come out this vicious cycle of 
poverty and dependency. 

12 Sajida FCO Muskan Chronically 
Poor 

Asset Transfer 
(Cow) 

Her husband is a daily wager labourer and unable to cope 
up even basic needs of his big size family comprising of 
eight members. 

13 Zarmeena Jan FCO Muskan Chronically 
Poor 

Asset Transfer 
(Tuck-shop) 

Her husband being the daily wage labourer unable to 
afford his big size family and wanted to change his work 
but neither have any skill nor have capital. 

14 Riyasat Bibi FCO Azad Khel Chronically 
Poor 

Asset Transfer 
(Crockery Shop) 

Her husband being the daily wage labourer unable to 
afford his big size family and wanted to change his work 
but neither have any skill nor have capital to start business. 

15 Tanzeem Bibi FCO Khushal  Chronically 
Poor 

Asset Transfer 
(Motorbike 
Workshop) 

Her eldest son is skilled in motorbikes repairing and 
working as a daily wager to someone's workshop, wanted 
to have his own workshop. 

16 Zahida Parveen Group (GP-Eid 
Gah-07)  

Transitory Poor Microcredit 
(Grocery Shop) 

Her husband was daily wager and it was very difficult to 
meet basic expenses. 
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The Strength of  Organised 
Community

A Government Girl’s school, Village Gondal 
was functional since 1980 with the an average 
strength of  120 students. In 2010 due to heavy 
rains and flood in ravine (Nala) the building was 
damaged badly and declared dangerous by the 
Education Department Government of  Punjab. 
At the same time another small bridge was 
also damaged which was not only connecting 
this school but also the only passage serving 
to connect the village. Both issues were raised 
in Village Development Organization (VDO) 
Gondal, regarding school issue it was agreed 
that Education Department be requested 
to shift the school to a rented house in the 
village temporarily and as for as bridge issue 
was concerned, the community agreed on  the 
construction of  the bridge on cost sharing 
basis if  GBTI provide support. The community 
further requested GBTI to take up this matter at 
higher level. At that time the VDO-Gondal gave 
the priority for the construction of  the bridge 
because it was their utmost need connecting two 
sides of  village. VDO Gondal constructed the 
bridge under the technical guidance of  GBTI’s 
Engineers as well contributed 40% of  the cost 
of  the project. The total cost was of  Rs.340,000. 

GBTI had also taken up this matter 
of  re-construction of  school with the 
Government of  the Punjab through RSPN. 

Meanwhile GBTI reactivated SMC (School 
Management Committee) comprising of  
parents, community and teachers which was 
constituted by NRSP under Government 
Education Programme. The major objectives 
of  SMCs were to contribute in school 
governance, building strong linkages 
with institutions, parental involvement, 
monitoring of  teachers and school finances 
for the improvement of  Education system.

GBTI briefed SMC regarding the significance 
of  social mobilisation through participatory 
approach. Ms. Shehwar, the head of  SMC 
and Principal of  School inspired by the 
philosophy of  social mobilisation, she took 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Basic Information of Projects 
Project Rehabilitation of 

Girl’s School 
Small Bridge 

VDO Name VDO Gondal VDO Gondal 
Region Sarwala Sarwala 
Total Cost Rs. 2,760,000 Rs.340,000 
Education Department Rs. 600,000 - 
VDO Share Rs.500,000 Rs.140,000 
GBTI Share Rs.16,20,000 Rs.200,000 
Beneficiary HHs 200 200 
Start Date 14th Jan, 2015 Sep, 2010 
Completion Date 6th Aug, 2015 Nov, 2010 

Damaged building of  Girl’s School, Village Gondal

Prayer on inauguration ceremony of  the bridge village Gondal, 
2010

Ex-CEO GBTI Mr. Ahsen Khan with his team visited village 
Gondal, 2010
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deep interest and desired to work as an 
Activist because she believes that  she  can 
play vital role to work being an activist.

The attribute goes to this lady Ms. Shehwar 
who later proved it by working as an “Activist” 
very positively and devotedly only for the sake 
of  girls education, in fact she had not only took 
initiative by knocking all possible doors but also 
got succeeded by completing this noble project 
after putting her great efforts.  When she came 
to know that the Gondal village is an affected 
village of  GBHP (Ghazi Barotha Hydropower 
Project) she contacted GM-GBHP Office 
for  the rehabilitation of  school building, The 
Director Technical (GBHP)  invited a meeting 
with GBTI on this matter in which GBTI 
expressed that all development work are being 
done through  community organisations. Then 
this issue was again discussed in VDO-Gondal 
in which VDO members emphasized through 
resolution that they are willing for participation 
in the rehabilitation of  the building if  GBTI or 
any other organization support technically and 
financially. GBTI guided them to take up this 
matter with Education Department (ED) which 
is the concerned authority. On this guidance 
they had started to approach ED Office and 
constantly VDO members requested them to 
re-build that school and after having several 
meetings with EDO, the department agreed to 
provide financial support of  Rs.350,000/- which 
was not sufficient for the construction of  school. 
Then again it was discussed in VDO meetings 
in which VDO members decided to collect 
contribution from the households at village level. 

GBTI’s social mobilisation team conducted a 
survey with the consultation of  the VDO and 
ED and prepared feasibility for the rehabilitation 
of  the school. It was agreed by all the partners 
that four class room, a staff  room and two 
toilets could meet the initial requirements 
costing of  Rs.3.00 million approximately. 

On GBTI’s suggestion the Education 
Department agreed to allow the debris (Malba) 
of  damaged building for further utilization 
in the construction. The estimated cost of  
this debris was Rs.250,000. VDO-Gondal 
promised to put their share of  Rs.500,000.  

Rehabilitation/Re-construction of  Girl’s Elementary School, 
Village Gondal

Meeting of  SMC, Village Gondal
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Final installement is being disbursed by GM-GBTI to VDO and SMC members, Village Gondal

Local Director GBTI is visiting new construction of  
School with Activists

The whole scenario was discussed in GBTI 
Board of  Director’s (BoD) meeting, in which 
after considering the sensitivity of  need and 
participation of  VO. ED and GBTI,  the 
BoD approved the project with subject to 
NOC from ED. Soon after the approval 
GBTI signed an agreement ToP (Term of  
Partnership) with VDO-Gondal in which 
following three committees were constituted 
comprises of  members of  VDO and SMC of  
Village-Gondal; Project/Work Committee, 
Audit Committee and Maintenance Committee.

VDO-Gondal under the supervision of  SMC 
and GBTI Engineers completed construction 
just in eight months in August, 2015. Soon after 
the summer vacations classes were shifted to 
new building. There were sudden and surprising 
increase in the enrollment upon shifting of  new 
building. Now there was an issue of  boundary 
wall of  school that girls were insecure due to 
current scenario of  terrorism. VDO and SMC 
representatives took up this matter again with 

Education Department for providing security 
and more class rooms as many of  other children 
were going to attend school in different areas 
because of  insufficient space. On continues 
follow up of  VDO and SMC the ED approved 
a boundary wall and additional four class rooms 
costing of  Rs.7.5 million. The VDO and School 
administration hopes that the enrollment of  
more than 200 students would increase with 
the additional class rooms. Now the villagers, 
teachers and students are so happy and thankful 
to all contributors who supported them in 
significant need of  girl’s education.  They 
are also planning to upgrade this elementary 
school in to high school in near future.  

Different VOs/LSOs other stakeholders 
have been visiting their village to see 
the strength of  organised community 
their role in building the nation. 

Head Teacher Ms.Shawar taking her class
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(National Logistic Cell, Dina, Jehlum) Institute. 

This was the turning point of  his life when he 
successfully completed his training of  Operating 
Excavator. He kept applying to different 
companies as advised by GBTI and within 
two months he got an opportunity at foreign 
company “Almabani- Saudi Arabia” where 
he got a  job. He got a loan amount from his 
relatives and friend which he needed to go there. 

Now from last six months he is doing his job 
and getting 2500 Saudi Rayyal, He says, “Now 
I paid off  all loan amounts which I and my 
family had taken. I am very thankful to GBTI 
and PPAF who had given me this opportunity, 
I feel so blessed because now I can easily 
afford my family. Now my family position is 
changed and  I will keep supporting my family” 

Muhammad Azam “Received 
Training of  Operating Excavator 
under LEP-Technical & 
Vocational Training Programme”

Muhammad Azam S/o Muhammad Sadiq is the 
member of  MCO Thalikot Mera, UC-Kotehra. 
His family comprises of  eight members. He 
has three younger brothers and two sisters. 
He belongs to very poor family, his father is 
a daily wager and do labour work. The good 
thing is that instead of  poverty his father always 
appreciated and helped him to get education. 
Azam completed his intermediate, 12 year 
study in 2011 and continuously applying for an 
appropriate job but couldn’t succeed because of  
an ordinary F.A which he completed. He wanted 
to get any sort of  skill which could help him in 
getting employment but due to lack of  resources 
unable. His father’s income was not enough and 
day by day their debt burden was increasing.

Thanks to LACIP-KfW-PPAF project due 
to which COs “Community Organizations” 
were formed and revitalized. In programme 
introduction when Azam was informed, he 
requested GBTI through his CO that he 
wanted to get training of  heavy machinery. On 
his request and CO’s recommendation TNA 
(Training Need Assessment) was conducted and 
he was included in the batch of  other trainees 
from UC-Kotehra and UC-Zarobi. After getting 
approval from PPAF this batch was sent to NLC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Muhammad Azam 
Father Name Muhammad Sadiq 
Gender Male 
Education F.A 
Contact Number +966580292406 
PSC 24  
CNIC 13301-1963299-5  
Age  23 
Family members 8 members (4 brothers and 2 sisters)  
Address Thalikot, UC-Kotehra  
Date of training December, 2014  
Type of training Excavator (Heavy Machinery) 

Muhammmad Azam standing in front of  machine which is being operated by him
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Nasreem“A Recipient of  Asset 
(Cloth Shop) under LEP-Asset 
Transfer Programme”
Nasreen Bibi, 43, is a wife of  Saeed Kamal 
who was a hawker and selling cloth in nearby 
villages and could get very meager amount as 
a commission because he had not any amount 
for this business and a whole seller gave him 
these cloths on credit. This amount was not 
sufficient for his big family. Nasreen’s family 
is comprising of  11 members including seven 
children, 4 boys and 3 girls. 2 elder sons are of  
14-18 year old while others are of  less than 12 
age group. None of  the children went to school.

Nasreen became a member of  the local 
community organization (CO) named FCO-
High School and attended all CO meetings and 
making savings of  Rs.10 every month in the 
CO. She used to have extreme worries about 
her children’s future; she feared that the harsh 
situation of  her family would last life long, and that 
her children would suffer the most with no hope. 

The process of  improvement for Nasreen and 
her family began when GBTI introduced the 
project LACIP-KfW-PPAF interventions. CO’s 
members identified Nasreen as being eligible 
for an asset grant. Nasreen was asked to identify 
an area of  support that could enable her to 
earn a little more income and hence begin the 
process of  improving the poverty status of  
her family. Since Nasreen was familiar with 
ladies cloths, she identified the need of  cloths 
(Stitched and unstitched) to open a small shop 

 

 
 
  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Nasreen 
Husband Name Saeed Kamal 
Gender Female 
CO Name FCO- High School 
Contact No.  - 
PSC 11  
CNIC 16203-0599067-0  
Age  43 
Family members 11 (Including 4 sons, 3 daughters)  
Address UC-Zarobi  
Date of Asset Sep, 2015  
Type of Assets Cloth (Rs.45,000/-) 

at her home which would ultimately support 
her husband to get cloths from her own shop. 
Her need was verified and after GBTI personals 
agreed to give her asset worth of  Rs.45,000/-
. She received Business Management Training 
(BMST) from GBTI in order to run her business 
properly. This training lasted for six days.

It was a great support for her family because now 
her husband could able to get more profit instead 
of  getting expensive clothes on credit, moreover 
all the women who could not go to the main 
market due to their conservative environment 
would come to her place to buy items freely. 
All these women needed a female selling point 
which Nasreen was able to provide at her best. 
Considering the need of  women she added 
more items (women accessories, cosmetics, 
makeup, stitched cloths and some utensils) with 
the profit of  her cloth business. The neighbours 
have started visiting her house and they tend to 

Naseem standing in her shop established at her house
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respect her more compared in the previous years.

Now her two young sons started going 
school, she didn’t only enhance her 
business but also with the saving amount 
she bought a calf  worth of  Rs.20,000/-.

According to Nasreen, becoming a member of  
CO was the best thing that happened to her.

Shaheen Bibi “A Recipient of  
Asset (Grocery Shop) under LEP-
Asset Transfer Programme”

Shaheen Bibi, 45, is a wife of  Sher Ghani Jan 
who is a labourer, the amount which he earns 
as a daily wager is not sufficient for his big 
size family. Shaheen’s family is comprising of  
10 members including her parents-in-law and 
six children, 4 boys (Aged 5, 8, 10 and 19) 2 
girls (Aged 6 and 12).  Shaheen was worried 
about bringing up her children, the family 
suffered from insufficient income to meet 
the basic food requirement of  the household.

Shaheen began to ask for money from her 
relatives and parents. Most of  the time she 
got money but sometimes she had to borrow 
from neighbours and nearby shopkeepers. 
Consequently, the neighbours began to 
avoid her as she always asking money. 

Shaheen became a member of  the local 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Shaheen Bibi 
Husband Name Sher Ghani Jaan 
Gender Female 
CO Name FCO- Sumbal 
Contact No.  0334-3231360 
PSC 10 
CNIC 16203-0598950-6 
Age 45 year 
Family members 10 (Including 4 sons, 2 daughters)  
Address UC-Zarobi  
Date of Asset Feb, 2015  
Type of Assets Grocery Shop (Rs.45,000/-) 

community organization (CO) named FCO-
Sumbal  and GBTI staff  introduced its project 
“LACIP-KfW-PPAF” and asked to fill up MIPs 
“Micro Investment Plans”, and those families 
with poverty scores from 0 to 18. Shaheen’s 
eldest son named “Mushtaq” was unemployed 
and she wanted to do something for him by 
engaging him with any sort of  work. So she 
requested GBTI through resolution that she 
wanted to start a grocery shop for her son. 
Her need was verified and later GBTI personal 
agreed to give her asset worth Rs.45,000/-. 

Mushtaq received Business Management Training 
(BMST) from GBTI in order to run her business 
properly. This training lasted for two days.  

Now Mushtaq paid off  all loans and his 
younger brothers and sisters started going 
school again meantime they were dropped out.

Mushtaq S/o Shaheen Bibi standing in his tuck shop
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He is continuously improving his business. 
He says, “ I am saving Rs.5000-6000 
per month  and one day transformed 
my this little shop into a big store”.

Gulnaz“A Recipient of  Interest 
Free Loan under PM’s IFL 
Programme”

Gulnaz, 52, is a wife of  Abdur Rehman who 
had a small grocery shop at her home but   it 
was very difficult for him to cope up. Her two 
younger sons go to Government school but elder 
daughter could not continue and dropped out 
from College after completing her matriculation 
Gulnaz wanted to do something to support 
her family but unable, the amount which her 
husband earns is not sufficient for his big family. 

Gulnaz began to ask for money from her relatives 
and neighbours. Most of  the time she got money 
but sometimes she had to borrow from nearby 
shopkeepers. Consequently, the neighbours 
began to avoid her as she always asking money. 

GBTI team introduced its programme “Prime 
Minister’s Interest Free Loan PM’sIFL” and 
distributed pamphlets/flyers home to home. 
Gulnaz approached GBTI’s Field Office where 
Field Worker introduced this programme in 
detail and asked her to form a group. She 
formed a group of  three female and applied 
her case to GBTI that she wanted to enhance 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Gulnaz 
Husband Name Abdur Rehman 
Gender Female 
CO Name /Group GP-HRP-PANIA-40 
Contact No.  0302-5638280 
PSC 25 
CNIC 13302-6133361-0 
Age 52 year 
Family members 05 (Including 2 sons, 1 daughter)  
Address UC-Pania, Harripur 
Date of disbursement May, 2015  
Type of Business Cloth Shop (Rs.20,000/-) 

her husband’s grocery shop by adding children 
cloths. GBTI Team filled up her PSC form 
to get her score which was 25 and after 
conducting social and technical appraisal the 
team recommended her case and she was given 
an amount of  Rs.20,000/-. With this amount 
she bought children and women cloths, when 
nearby women visit her shop the sale of  other 
small grocery items also improved. She has 
not only started savings in local committee 
system but also started paying off  her personal 
loan. The confidence of  Gulnaz improved 

Gulnaz Bibi added children clothes in his husband’s tuck shop with the amount of  loan
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and she motivated her eldest daughter to take 
admission in the college to continue her studies. 

She has planned that after paying off  this loan, 
she will again take this and in addition to this 
the amount which she will get from committee 
she would be able to expand her business.

Nusrat Bibi“A Recipient of  
Interest Free Loan under PM’s 
IFL Programme”

Nusrat Bibi 31, is a wife of  Hadayet-Ullah who 
is a motorcycle mechanic and was working on 
daily wages at nearby shop. It was very difficult 
for him to cope up even basic expenses of  house. 
There are total six family members in a house. 
Nusrat wanted to do something to support her 
family but unable, the amount which her husband 
earns was not sufficient for his big family. 

Nusrat was so upset and in great tension 
regarding poverty of  her house because they 
used to buy on credit and debt burden was 
increasing day by day. When she became a 
member of  the local community organization 
(CO) named FCO-Mishal-Kottah and GBTI 
staff  introduced its project “PM’sIFL-PPAF” 
and asked to fill up MIPs “Micro Investment 
Plans”, she requested through resolution to get 
loan of  Rs.20,000/- to establish motorcycle shop 
for her husband who already skilled mechanic. 

GBTI disbursed this amount and they bought 
tool kit and some parts and started working in 
his own shop. 

 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Nusrat Bibi 
Husband Name Hadayet-Ullah 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +923147775053 
PSC 31 
CNIC 16203-0590103-2 
Age 31 
Family members 6 members   
Address UC-Kottah  
Date of disbursement January, 2015  
Type of Business Motorcycle Shop (Rs.20,000/-) 

Now Hadyet-Ullah not only paid off  all his 
personal loans of  groceries but also paid of  
actual amount of  Rs.20,000/- . His children 
started going school and he wanted to get this 
loan again so that he could expand his shop 
by adding more spare parts. His business is 
continuously improving; he has a dream to 
transform this little shop into a big workshop

Hadayet Ullah H/o of  Nusrat Bibi working in his 
workshop established with the loan amount of  PM’s IFL
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Tasawur Khan “Received Training 
(Operating Excavator) under 
LEP-Technical & Vocational 
Training Programme”

Taswur Khan S/o AurangZaib is the member 
of  MCO Jazba-e-Dildar, Village Baghdara, UC-
Kotehra. This village is located on mountains of  
Harripur very deprived and unprivileged because 
the way is not proper to reach there. His family 
comprises of  six members. He has two younger 
brothers and one sister. He belongs to very poor 
family, his father is a daily wager and do labour 
work. The good thing is that instead of  poverty 
his father always appreciates and helps him to 
get education. Recently Tasawur completed his 
matriculation and continuously applying for an 
appropriate job but couldn’t succeed. He wanted 
to get any sort of  skill which could help him in 
getting employment but due to lack of  resources 
unable. His father’s income was not enough and 
day by day their debt burden was increasing.

Thanks to LACIP-KfW-PPAF project due 
to which COs “Community Organizations” 
were formed and revitalized. In programme 
introduction when Tasawur was informed, 
he requested GBTI through his CO that he 
wanted to get training of  heavy machinery. On 
his request and CO’s recommendation TNA 
(Training Need Assessment) was conducted 

 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Tasawur Khan 
Father Name AurangZaib 
Gender Male 
Education Matriculation 
Contact Number +923015733956 
PSC 23  
CNIC 13301-4405241-1  
Age 21 
Family members 6 members (3 brothers and  sisters)  
Address Baghdara, UC-Kotehra  
Date of training December, 2014  
Type of training Excavator (Heavy Machinery) 

Tasawur Khan started working in motor way department 
after getting skill training

and he was included in the batch of  other 
trainees from UC-Kotehra and UC-Zarobi. 
After getting approval from PPAF this batch 
was sent to NLC (National Logistic Cell, Dina, 
Jehlum) Institute. This was the turning point 
of  his life when he successfully completed 
his training of  Operating Excavator. He kept 
applying to different companies as advised 
by GBTI and within one months he got an 
opportunity in Motorway Department, but 
because of  having no experience the company 
hired him as a trainee/helper on Excavator and 
paying him Rs.5,000 per month. The company 
promised him that after 4 to 6 month they 
will hire him as an Operator with the expected 
salary of  Rs.15,000 to 20,000 per month. 

Now even from this salary he has saved amount 
and bought two goats. He is very energetic and 
ambitious boy who wanted to do something for 
his family and village, he motivated his father and 
mother to join community organizations to play  
their role and responsibilities for the development 
of  their village and union councils. He and his 
family now participate in all CO’s meetings 
and give their inputs and deposit their savings 

He says, “I am very thankful to GBTI and 
PPAF who gave  me this opportunity, Very 
Soon when I would able to get permanent job I 
could easily afford my family and my future plan 
is to educate my younger brothers and sister”



 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Abdur-Rehman 
Fathers Name Shoukat Zaman 
Gender Male 
Contact Number +92-336-6961288 
PSC 19 
CNIC 13301-930707-7 
Age 40 
Family members 11 
Address Tamarai, Kotehra 
Date of Training September, 2014 
Type of Training Grader Operator 

Abdur-Rehman “Received 
Training (Operating Excavator/
Grader) under LEP-Technical & 
Vocational Training Programme”

40 year old Abdur-Rahman belongs to very 
poor family living in Tamari Village, UC-
Kotehra. His family comprises of  11 member 
including 5 kids 3 brothers and Parents. 
Rehman is the only bread earner in his family 
working as a labourer on daily wages working 
on nearby mechanical shop. It was very difficult 
for him to cope up his family basic needs. 

He wanted to get some skills so that he could 
able to change his house miserable condition 
to come out from poverty which they were 
facing. He approached many organizations to 
get trainings but unable to get any response. 

The time changed when he became a CO member 
of  MCO Adhori Zindagi Tamarai, he requested 
GBTI during a programme introduction given 
in CO meeting for skill training. GBTI accepted 
his request and he got 3 months training from 
NLC institute under the LACIP-KfW-Project. 
During training he was the only person who had 
permitted to operate all kind of  heavy machines 
and learned about mechanism because of  his 
personal deep interest, he proved himself  very 
punctual and hard worker. He successfully 
completed his training. Soon after the completion 
of  his training he applied to various national and 
international companies to get job. And after 

Abdur Rehman got job in Behrain after getting 
skill training from NLC under LACIP-KfW-
PPAF Project

all this effort he got job in Bahrain and moved 
to that Company as an Evader Operator/
Mechanic. Now he is getting salary equivalent 
to Rs.70,000/- per month and capable enough 
to support his family easily and also improved 
his family conditions, it is a paradigm shift for 
his family. He advised his other family members 
to stick and participate with “Community 
Organisation” and give their input for the 
betterment and development of  his village. 
They always participate in CO Meetings and 
deposit savings regularly. His family is very much 
thankful to GBTI and LACIP-KfW- Project.
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Rukia Begum “A Recipient of  
Asset (Barber Shop) under LEP-
Asset Transfer Programme”

Rukia Begum from “FCO Roshni” having 
15.68 poverty score (PSC) is living in small 
house, village Kotehra. His family comprises 
of  total six members including three sons 
and one daughter. Her husband “Ayub” is 
a Barber running a setup in his village but he 
has not complete tools and accessories rather 
outdated products and could not able to earn 
sufficient amount for his family. His family 
was relying of  BISP amount of  Rs.1,500  But 
he has great skills and wanted to buy new 
tools and to improve his shop so that he could 
facilitate people more efficiently to earn more. 

Rukia discussed this matter in VO meeting and 
developed Micro Investment Plan (MIP) in 
which he requested that if  Tools and accessories 
would given to her husband he could develop his 
own set up. GBTI Team conducted social and 
technical appraisal and forwarded this case to 
PPAF for approval. On approval of  her case her 
husband Ayub received Business Management 
Skill Training (BMST) in order to run her business 
properly. This training lasted for six days. Ayub 
has been given his demanded products which 
were needed for his shop like; barber chair, 
show case, mirror and other necessary products.

It was great opportunity and blessing for them 
that there was a component of  “livelihood 
asset transfer” just for the income generating 
activities only for these poor household 
under the LACIP-KfW-PPAF project. 

Ayub shifted his shop to new location and 
hired an assistant to enhance his income. 
Ayub told that he has doubled his income 
from Rs.7000/- to Rs.14000/- per month. 
This amount is good enough for his family. 
He has planned to give education and skills to 
his children so that they could able to survive 

 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Rukia Begum 
Husband Name Ayub 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +92335-1936947 
PSC 16 
CNIC 13301-4690752-5 
Age  
Family members 06 
Address Kotehra 
Date of disbursement September, 2014 
Type of Business Barber Shop 

Ayub established his own Barber Shop under the 
LEP-Asset Transfer programme

respectfully. Moreover his wife Rukia is now 
more active in CO meetings and guides other 
villagers in all other development activities.
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Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Rukia Begum 
Husband Name Ayub 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +92335-1936947 
PSC 16 
CNIC 13301-4690752-5 
Age  
Family members 06 
Address Kotehra 
Date of disbursement September, 2014 
Type of Business Barber Shop 

Khalida Bibi “A Recipient of  
Asset (Grocery Shop) under LEP-
Asset Transfer Programme”

Khalida Bibi, 52, is a wife of  Dilawar Khan who 
is a labourer/daily wager and the amount which 
he earns is very meager and not sufficient for 
his family. Khalida’s family is comprising of  06 
members including four children, 2 boys and 
2 girls. None of  the children went to school.

Khalida became a member of  the local 
community organization (CO) named FCO-
Jafakash Pakiban and attended all CO meetings 
and making savings of  Rs.10 every month in the 
CO. She used to have extreme worries about 
her children’s future; she feared that the harsh 
situation of  her family would last life long, and that 
her children would suffer the most with no hope. 

The process of  improvement for Khalida and 
her family began when GBTI introduced the 
project LACIP-KfW-PPAF interventions. CO’s 
members identified Khalida as being eligible for 
an asset grant. She was asked to identify an area 
of  support that could enable her to earn a little 
more income and hence begin the process of  
improving the poverty status of  her family. With 
the mutual consent of  members and family she 
requested for the ladies and children shoes to 
open a small shop at her home in her brother-
in-law’s room who is working out of  the city and 
would not come permanently for next two years. 
This plan was feasible because nearby there was 
not any other shop available and people had 
to travel approx 6-7 kilometres to buy shoes. 

Her need was verified and after GBTI personals 
agreed to give her asset worth of  Rs.45,000/-
. She received Business Management Training 
(BMST) from GBTI in order to run her business 
properly. This training lasted for six days.

It was a great support for her family because 
now all the women who could not go to 
the main market come to her place to buy 
shoes freely. The neighbours have started 
visiting her house and they tend to respect 
her more compared in the previous years.

 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Khalida Bibi 
Husband Name Dilawar Khan 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +90306-5361706 
PSC 15 
CNIC 13301-1293467-2 
Age 52 
Family members Total: 6,  Male: 3,  Female: 3 
Address Kotehra, Harripur 
Date of disbursement 2014 
Type of Business Shoes Shop 

Now her two young sons started going to school 
and she requested GBTI for the Interest free 
loan (IFL) to enhance her business by shifting 
from her house to nearby appropriate place.

Khalida says that attending meetings of  CO 
raised her awareness and also gave confidence 
that women can play an important role in 
improving their family’s poverty status. Today 
Khalida is very happy that her children got to 
school and that they are enjoying their studies. 
Today Khalida has begun to calculate future 
returns on her planned investments. If  all goes 
well and as planned, she would able to shift her 
in-house shop to another appropriate place. 

Khalida Bibi has developed shoes shop at her home 
under the LEP-Asset Transfer programme
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Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Pashmina Akhtar 
Husband Name Muhammad Anwar 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +90306-3977301 
PSC 15 
CNIC 1330-7810556-0 
Age 45 
Family members Total: 11,  Male: 5,  Female: 6 
Address Guwari, Kotehra, Harripur 
Date of disbursement 2014 
Type of Business Clothes Shop 

Pashmina Akhtar “A Recipient of  
Asset (Grocery Shop) under LEP-
Asset Transfer Programme”

Pashmina Bibi age of  45 lives in Pakiban village 
in UC-Kotehra with her nine children. Her 
husband is a person with disabilities. Being 
from the Pashtun background, husband does 
not allow social interaction with others in the 
community. Pashmina’s eldest daughter Nishat 
is working as tailor at her home since she 
was of  fifteen and now 10 years have been 
passed. She holds the whole family intact. 

Pashmina became a member of  the local 
community organization (CO) named FCO-
Jafakash Pakiban and attended all CO 
meetings and making savings of  Rs.10 to 20 
every month in the CO. She used to have 
extreme worries about her children’s future.. 

The process of  improvement for Pashmina and 
her family began when GBTI introduced the 
project LACIP-KfW-PPAF interventions. CO’s 
members identified Pashmina as being eligible 
for an asset grant. She was asked to identify an 
area of  support that could enable her to earn a 
little more income and hence begin the process 
of  improving the poverty status of  her family. 
With the mutual consent of  members and family 
she requested for the unstitched clothes because 
her daughter already associated with stitching 
of  clothes. And she have been granted asset of  
unstitched clothes with the worth of  Rs. 35,000/- 
. She received Business Management Training 
(BMST) from GBTI in order to run her business 
properly. This training lasted for six days.

Pashmina opened her own shop  to help 
the ladies to buy unstitched clothes due 
to non availability of  stock in the village.  
Conservatives Pashton families do not allow 
household women to leave houses or villages 
for any business activity. Pahmina used about 
Rs.8,000 per month to meet household needs 
Nishat also saved about Rs.2,000 per month.

It was a great support for her family because 
now all the women who could not go to the main 
market come to her place to buy clothes freely. 

At first her customer base was fewer in number 
but now it has been expanded and Nishat is 
more than happy, because most of  the people 
today come to buy unstitched clothes from 
her mother’s shop while she takes orders from 
these ladies to stitch their dresses and also 
assists her mother. Moreover Pashmina lives 
with her brother who drives public transport 
from Attock to Rawalpind and earns handful of  
money. She thinks her husband, who is disable 
cannot provide security to her nine children 
so she asked her brother to move in with 
them. Since then the mamu (maternal uncle) 
of  nine started taking care of  the education, 
utility bills and basic necessities of  the family.

Pashmina and her family managed to bring a 
drastic change in the socio economic conditions 
of  her house through her participation as a 
CO member. Today, Pahmina stands on her 
own with no more self-esteem shattering 
need to borrow money from relatives. 

With all the support from the CO members, 

Pashmina has developed unstitched cloths shop in her home to 
support her daughter who works as a tailor



Pashmina has developed unstitched cloths shop in her home to 
support her daughter who works as a tailor

Pashmina has been able to harness her 
own potential and support her family 
and to improve their conditions of  life.

Sajida “A Recipient of  Asset 
(Cow) under LEP-Asset Transfer 
Programme”

Sajida, 45, is a wife of  Sher Zaman who is a 
labourer/Daily Wager who gets inconsistent 
labour work and the amount which he earns is so 
meager that unable to cope up basic family needs 
. Sajida’s family is comprising of  08 members 
including five children, all are of  less than 12 
age group. None of  the children went to school.

Sajida became a member of  the local community 
organization (CO) named FCO-Muskan and 
attended all CO meetings and making savings 
of  Rs.10-20 every month in the CO. She used 
to have extreme worries about her children’s 
future; she feared that the harsh situation of  
her family would last life long, and that her 
children would suffer the most with no hope. 

The process of  improvement for Sajida and 
her family began when GBTI introduced the 
project LACIP-KfW-PPAF interventions. CO’s 
members identified Sajida as being eligible for 
an asset grant. She was asked to identify an area 
of  support that could enable her to earn income 
and hence begin the process of  improving the 
poverty status of  her family. Since Sajida was 

 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Sajida 
Husband Name Sher Zaman 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +90310-9305639 
PSC 18 
CNIC 13301-09971674-6 
Age 45 
Family members Total: 8,  Male: 7,  Female: 1 
Address Guwrai, Kotehra, Harripur 
Date of disbursement 2014 
Type of Business Cow 

familiar with nourishing livestock because in 
younger age she learned this in her parent’s 
home. His husband was also supporting this 
idea because it Was easy In that scenario where 
they were living to have any livestock, one more 
reason was of  nearby jungles, herbs and shrubs 
available on which animals could feed easily.

Her need was verified through social and 
technical appraisal and she was bought a 
cow worth of  Rs.45,000/-. She received 
Livestock Management Training (LMST) 
from GBTI in order to nourish her livestock 
properly. This training lasted for six days.

It was a great support for her family 
because after six month their cow gave 
birth of  a calf  and started milking. 

Now she is selling milk and with this income she 
started savings of  Rs.200/- daily and admitted her 
children to school because she realized to educate 

Sajida and her husband are standing with their livestock
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children is the best thing in the world. Moreover 
she has planned that after some time she will 
sell this calf  in addition to her saving amount 
will buy another cow to expand this business..

According to Sajida, becoming a member of  
CO was the best thing that happened to her.

Zarmeena Jan “A Recipient of  
Asset (Grocery Shop) under LEP-
Asset Transfer Programme”

 
Zarmeena Jan age of  45 lives in Guwari village 
in UC-Kotehra. Her husband is a daily wage 
labourer who finds work off  and on, the amount 
which he earns is very meager and not sufficient 
for his family. Zarmeena’s family is comprising 
of  09 members including seven children, 2 boys 
and 5 girls. None of  the children went to school.

Zarmeena became a member of  the local 
community organization (CO) named FCO-
Muskan and attended CO meetings and 
making savings of  Rs.5-10 every month in 
the CO. She feared that the harsh situation 
of  her family would last life long, and 
that her children would suffer the most. 

When GBTI introduced the project LACIP-
KfW-PPAF interventions the process of  
improvement for Zarmeena and her family 
began. VO’s members identified Zarmeena as 
being eligible for an asset grant. She was asked to 
identify an area of  support that could enable her 
to earn more to begin the process of  improving 
the poverty status of  her family. With the mutual 
consent of  members and family she prepared 
her Micro Investment Plan (MIP) to develop 
a setup of  tuck/grocery shop at her home.

Her need was verified and after GBTI personals 
agreement she was given an asset worth of  
Rs.45,000/-. She and her husband received 
Business Management Training (BMST) 
from GBTI in order to run her business 
properly. This training lasted for five days.

They developed a setup of  grocery shop at her 
home. All women who could not go to the main 

 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Zarmeena Jan 
Husband Name Wazeer Muhammad 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +90304-5744073 
PSC 15 
CNIC 13301-3862076-2 
Age 45 
Family members Total: 9,  Male: 3,  Female: 6 
Address Guwari, Kotehra, Harripur 
Date of disbursement July, 2014 
Type of Business Grocery Shop 

market due to their conservative environment 
started visiting to her place to buy items freely. 
Her husband now started to look after the shop 
and they are getting profit of  Rs.300 to 400 daily. 
Furthermore they send their eldest son to Margala 
Company, Islamabad as a trainee helper who 
also started sending Rs.5,000/- to his home and 
her four younger children started going school. 

Zarmeena said that initially the shop was a life 
line for her family and now it is a life time asset 
for her, without which she might have been 
starving to death up till now. She added that 
CO members have been helping and guiding 
her in every step she took. She does not take 
any Zakat or clothes from anyone in the village. 
She manages all the household expenses from 
the shop. She has proved to the village people 

Zarmeena Jan has established a tuck shop in her house under the 
LEP-Asset Transfer
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Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Zarmeena Jan 
Husband Name Wazeer Muhammad 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +90304-5744073 
PSC 15 
CNIC 13301-3862076-2 
Age 45 
Family members Total: 9,  Male: 3,  Female: 6 
Address Guwari, Kotehra, Harripur 
Date of disbursement July, 2014 
Type of Business Grocery Shop 

Zarmeena Jan has established a tuck shop in her house under the 
LEP-Asset Transfer

 

  

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Riyasat Bibi 
Husband Name Abdul Saleem 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +92346-2878514 
PSC 13 
CNIC 16201-9704275-2 
Age 42 
Family members 6 members   
Address UC-Zarobi  
Date of disbursement February, 2015 
Type of Business Crockery Shop (Rs.45,000/-) 

that women can also work and go beyond the 
domestic boundaries to earn and live a happy life. 
She has set an example for all the women of  the 
village with her courage and strong-will power 
to take steps for improving her family lives.

Riyasat Bibi“A Recipient of  Asset 
(Crockery Shop) under LEP-Asset 
Transfer Programme” 

Riyasat Bibi age of  42 lives in Zarobi village. 
Her husband, Abdul Saleem was a daily 
wager labourer who finds work off  and on, 
the amount which he was earning was not 
sufficient for his family. Riyasat’s family 
comprises of  06 members including four 
daughters. None of  the children went to school.

Riyasat became a member of  the local 
community organization (CO) named FCO-
Azad Khel and attended CO meetings and 
making savings of  Rs.10-20 every month in 
the CO. She feared that the harsh situation 
of  her family would last life long, and wanted 
to do something to support her husband. 

The process of  change started for Riyasat 
when GBTI introduced the project LACIP-
KfW-PPAF interventions. CO’s members 
identified Riyasat as being eligible for an asset 
grant. Her PSC score was 13. She was asked 
to identify an area of  support that could 

enable her to earn to improve the poverty 
status of  her family. With the mutual consent 
of  members and her husband she prepared 
her Micro Investment Plan (MIP) to develop 
a setup of  crockery shop for her husband.

Her need was verified and after GBTI personals 
agreement she was given an asset worth of  
Rs.45,000/-. She and her husband received 
Business Management Training (BMST) 
from GBTI in order to run her business 
properly. This training lasted for six days.

Her husband developed a setup of  crockery 
shop outside her home. Soon with the saving 
amount in local committee from crockery 
business she added cosmetics and ladies 
products at her home to support her husband. 
All women who could not go to the main 
market due to their conservative environment 

Riyasat Bibi is supporting her hasband by establishing a crockery shop under the LEP-Asset Transfer
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Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Tanzeem Bibi 
Son Name Mujahid 
Gender Female 
Contact Number - 
PSC 18 
CNIC 13301-3314230-7 
Age 24 
Family members 10 members   
Address UC-Kotehra  
Date of disbursement December, 2014 
Type of Business Motorcycle Workshop  

started visiting to her place to buy items freely. 
Furthermore they admitted their two elder 
daughters to school. Now Abdul Saleem started 
selling Pakoras and Samosas (Spicy delicacy 
made from chickpea flour) outside his shop.  

They both work hard because they want to 
save the future of  their beloved four daughters. 
She manages all the household expenses from 
the shop. She has proved to the village people 
that women can also work and go beyond the 
domestic boundaries to earn and live a happy 
life. She has set an example for all the women 
of  the village with her courage and strong-will 
power to take steps for improving her livelihood.

Mujahid “A Recipient of  Asset 
(Workshop) under LEP-Asset 
Transfer Programme” 
Mujahid Ali belong to very poor family living 
in Kotehra village, UC – Kotehra . His family 
comprises of  10 member including 3 sisters and 
4 brothers. He was working in motorbike work 
shop as daily wager in Ghazi 5 to 6 kilometre 
away of  his village. He was earning Rs.200-
300 daily which was not sufficient amount to 
afford his big family. Some time his relative 
helps them in form of  food and cloths etc. 

Mujahid’s mother Tanzeem Bibi is the member 
of  FCO khushal. Tanzeem Bibi is regular in 
attending the meeting of  CO. She discussed 
with her son Mujhid that in CO- meeting 
GBTI gave an introduction of  program in 
which they help poor people by providing 
assets to improve livelihood. She convinced 
her son to start his own work instead of  job.  

It was requested by Tanzeem Bibi that if  she 
could provide assets such as toolkit and other 
accessories for motorbike workshop, they could 
able to start their own business instead of  job and 
could earn more and easily in this way. So it was 
great opportunity or blessing for them that there 
was a component of  “livelihood Asset Transfer” 
just for the income generating activities only for 
these type of  poor household under the LACIP-
KFW-PPAF Project. The Micro Investment Plan 
(MIP) was developed by the family which was 

recommended VDO-Kotehra. After conducting 
the social and technical appraisal the case was 
forwarded to PPAF for approval. Mujahid 
received Business Management Training 
(BMST) from GBTI in order to run his business 
properly. This training lasted for six days.

The required assets have been transferred to 
Mujhid Ali. He developed small Motorbike 
setup in a rented shop at Ghazi and started 
repairing motorbikes.  Within two months 
he made their regular customers and 
started earning Rs.15,000-18,000 monthly 
which is good enough for his family. 

Mujahid said, “Now I can afford my sister 
and brother’s education and other expenses 
easily”. Tanzeem Bibi and Mujahid along 
with family are very happy and thankful to 
GBTI and LACIP-KFW –PPAF on this 
type of  help that raised up their livelihood. 

Mujahid has established a workshop under the LEP-Asset 
Transfer
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Basic Information of Beneficiary
Name Tanzeem Bibi
Son Name Mujahid
Gender Female
Contact Number -
PSC 18
CNIC 13301-3314230-7
Age 24
Family members 10 members
Address UC-Kotehra
Date of disbursement December, 2014
Type of Business Motorcycle Workshop

Zahida Parveen“A credit 
beneficiary developed a tuck 
shop” 

Zahida Parvenn age of  46 lives in Baldia Colony 
Tehsil Hazro. Her husband, Gulzar Maseeh was 
a daily wager labourer who finds work off  and 
on, the amount which he was earning was not 
sufficient for his family. Zahida’s family comprises 
of  06 members including three daughters and 
one son. None of  the children went to school.

When she was given introduction regarding 
micro-credit facility of  GBTI, she formed a 
group comprising of  three women and requested 
GBTI to give her loan to develop a tuck shop at 
her house so that she could support her family.  
In 2014 she was given an amount of  Rs.10,000 
as a loan-. With this amount she established a 
small tuck shop at her house. She requested 
neighbours to purchase daily grocery from her 
shop. All women who could not go to the main 
market due to their conservative environment 
started visiting to her place to buy items freely. 

She worked hard and started savings of  Rs.50-
100 daily so that she could return the loan 
amount. She motivated her elder son Waqar 
to support in this regard who also give some 
time to this tuck shop and help her mother.

After retruning her loan she applied for second 
loan to enhance her tuck shop and day by day with 
the saving amount she is expanding her shop. 
Initially her sale was Rs.200-300 daily but now 
her sale is increased  to Rs.700-1000 daily. She 
has also admitted her children to school and She 
manages all the household expenses from this 
shop. Meanwhile her husband started working 
at nearby store as a salesman and the amount 
wihich he earns is being saved for her daughters. 

She has proved to the village people that women 
can also work and go beyond the domestic 

boundaries to earn and live a happy life. She 
has set an example for all the women of  the 
village with her courage and strong-will power 
to take steps for improving her livelihood.

Basic Information of Beneficiary 
Name Zahida Parveen 
Husband Name Gulzar Maseh 
Gender Female 
Contact Number +92-311538431 
CNIC 37101-7579785--6 
Age 46 
Family members 06 members 
Address Baldiya Colony, Hazro 
Date of disbursement May, 2014 
Type of Business Grocery Shop 

Zahida’s elder son Waqar is standing in his tuck shop
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